
SILYNX. PROTECTION FROM WITHIN®

World’s smallest and lightest  
tactical headset system

Active hearing protection

Mobile phone audio & comms

Safe sound hear-thru

Low profile comfort

Plug and play simplicity

Hearing protection and  
enhancement for users 
without a radio

Electronic hear-thru for                 
full situational awareness

Low profile, lightweight 
systems

Internal AAA battery

World’s smallest and lightest  
tactical headset system

Single or dual comms

Supports full duplex audio 

Plug and play simplicity

20m immersible control box

Internal AAA battery

Single comms LEO system  
with in-ear mic

Plug and play simplicity

Fixed radio connection

Electronic hear-thru for full 
situational awareness

Left or right-heanded PTT 
function

OPTIMUS CLARUS CLARUS FX2 CLARUS PRO LITEVIVIVIII

SMART TACTICAL IN-EAR HEADSET SYSTEMS
SILYNX

IMPULSE AND STEADY STATE NOISE CONTROL   |   ELECTRONIC HEAR-THRU   |   SOUND LOCALIZATION FOR FULL SITUATIONAL AWARENESS

HEARING PROTECTION    &    COMMUNICATIONS HEARING PROTECTION 

Monitor up to 3 or 4 nets

Highly capable, small, light 
weight system

Provides radio volume and 
channel control

20m immersible control box

Eliminates crosstalk for 
secure comms

Adjustable mounting clips for 
left or right hand preference

* Specifications subject to change without notice.

CLARUS PRO

World’s smallest and lightest  
tactical headset system

In-ear microphone for easy, 
clear comms

Hear-thru technology for full 
situational awareness

Supports single radio or 
simultaneous radio / mobile 
phone

Durable modular headset 
system

CLARUS XPRIII



ABOUT SILYNX

Silynx Communications is a world leader in tactical,  
in-ear hearing protection and communications  
systems. Our headsets have been field-tested and  
combat proven for nearly a decade. Silynx headsets can 
be used in any mission setting, mounted or dismounted,  
airbourne, or maritime. Silynx headsets protect against 
both impulse and steady-state noise, offer 360º  
situational awareness, provide reliable and clear  
communications in dynamic noise environments, and 
serve as a modular platform that can be tailored to the 
users’ mission requirements. Silynx provides users with 
an unequaled operational edge, enhancing lethality and 
situational awareness.

For additional information, or to request test and  
evaluation units, please contact 1-866-325-1731, or info@
silynxcom.com.
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